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by Arlen Feldwick-Jones

Quarks Matter
Stony Brook-Brookhaven Collaboration Goes
Off With A Bang

HUNDREDS OF THE WORLD'S FOREMOST PHYSICISTS CON-
VERGED AT STONY BROOK UNIVERSITY TO AITEND THE QUARK

MATTER 2001 CONFERENCE, CO-HOSTED BY THE UNIVERSITY
AND BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY.

In the Beginning...
To understand why nearly 700 physicists from 35 countries visited
Stony Brook University for a cold week in January, we have to go back
to the dawn of time-to the Big Bang. There is agreement that the first
moment of the Universe began with this momentous event. In the first
few microseconds after the Big Bang, all matter is thought to have
existed in a "soup" called the quark-gluon plasma (QGP). This soup,
composed of quarks, gluons, and other particles such as electrons,
muons, and photons, was incredibly hot: more than a trillion degrees.
As matter expanded and cooled, the quarks and gluons froze together
to form the protons and neutrons in the atoms of ordinary matter.
Electrons, muons, and photons survived the cooling expansion phase
and formed the atoms and molecules that comprise the universe we
observe today.

But why is this so interesting? As Lawrence Krauss--renowned
physicist, science populist, and featured speaker at the Quark
Matter Conference-remarked, "Every single particle in your body
and in the universe has a direct ancestor at the birth of the universe.
You are part of the world."

I)1ong Isl1 ln is now thw' cCnte r Ior
reladtivistic eavy ion p)lysics.

Free the Quarks
"For some 13 billion years the quarks and gluons have remained
locked together, seemingly forever inseparable," said Stony Brook
University physicist and Brookhaven National Lab Director John
Marburger. To date, the QGP has remained a theoretical idea--
no one has ever seen a free quark. But thanks to the world's newest
and most powerful Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider, known as RHIC
(pronounced "Rick"), scientists may finally unlock the secrets of the
QGP. Through RHIC, physicists are literally recreating in the laborato-
ry-for the briefest of moments-the Big Bang, in an effort to gain
an understanding of the relationship between the most fundamental
constituents of matter and the complex array of particles and nuclei
that make up our universe.

After only a three-week experimental run at reduced power, RHIC
had already produced the highest density of matter ever created in an
experiment, at least 70 percent higher density than in similar experi-
ments at CERN, the European laboratory for particle physics. "It worked
extremely well and met all expectations," said Dr. John Harris, a Yale
University physicist, Stony Brook alumnus ('78), and spokesman for
the STAR experiment. "It points in the right direction," he said, to sug-
gest that plasma may already have been created in the collider.

Technology, and Princeton University-that run federal laboratories.
Brookhaven Lab supports 700 full-time scientists and hosts more
than 4,000 visiting researchers a year. The involvement of more than
1,0(X) scientists from around the globe in RIIIC's four experiments is
reflective of the enormous international effort and support behind
the Stony Brook-Brookhaven collaboration. President Shirley Strum
Kenny told the Quark Matter crowd, "By integrating education and
research. Stony Brook and Brookhaven join together to create a very
special opportunity."

RIIIC is now operating at full design specification, and the scientif-
ic community is eagerly anticipating new results about the QG(;.
While no one knows what scientists will discover, the Stony Brook-
Brookhaven experiments and their groundlbreaking results under-
score why quarks matter.

Each of the four experiments at RHIC-BRAHMS, PHENIX, PHO-
BOS, and STAR-is designed to study different aspects of the colli-
sions. PHENIX, which weighs 3,000 tons, is the largest experiment. It
is designed to detect fewer and lighter particles than STAR. PHOBOS,
one of the two smaller detectors, is designed to study a large number
of collisions and to develop a broad overview of consequences.
BRAHMS, the other small detector, examines a small number of
charged particles as they pass spectrometer detectors at a specific
set of angles during each collision.

While scientists caution that more complete data is needed, the
first results provide tantalizing evidence that future experiments at
full power may bring the mysteries of the transition to QGP to light.
New data may provide insight to the compressed matter at the center
of exploding stars called supernovas, super-dense remnants of col-
lapsed stars called neutron stars, and cosmic rays.

Worlds Collide
John Marburger reflected on the incredible synergy behind RHIC's suc-
cess: "The results are [the outcome] of an extraordinary collaboration of
many researchers and many nations. This conference will help us under-
stand the beauty of the intricate substrata that make up our universe."

"It is truly a time for celebration," said Provost and physicist Dr.
Robert McGrath. "Conference attendance rose from 100 people in
1980 and 250 in 1983 to the nearly 700 here now." He lauded the
role Stony Brook University has played in the development of the
field. "While Stony Brook is a remarkably young university, we're
proud to have been in the relativistic heavy ion business for a large
fraction of the field's history."

Stony Brook faculty and students are at center stage of an excit-
ing international research effort. Stony Brook physicist and confer-
ence co-chair Michael Marx said there was a large contingent of
Stony Brook faculty, postdocs, and students at the conference. "On
the last day three-quarters of those presenting were past and present
Stony Brook people. The successes of the Stony Brook and
Brookhaven Lab collaboration have really put Stony Brook and
Brookhaven on the map," he added.

A Special Opportunity
Selected to manage Brookhaven Laboratory, in partnership with
Battelle Memorial Institute, Stony Brook joins an elite group of uni-
versities-including the University of California at Berkeley. the
University of Chicago, Cornell University, Massachusetts Institute of

* mpleted hi 1999 by the U.S. Department of Energy, RHIC is the
wold's largest superonducting accelerator producing high-energy
collision of "heray lens."
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by Howard Gimple

Residence Halls
Transformed

W hen President Shirley Strum Kenny arrived at Stony Brook in
1994, a 12-year plan had begun to refurbish many of the cam-

pus residence halls. She was determined not only to continue the
process, but to accelerate it. She declared, "We will create a support-
ive environment for both graduate and undergraduate students.
We will renovate the dorms, and we will do it in five years." The
result was the most comprehensive renovation of a residence hall

system ever attempted in American higher education, completed
a full seven years ahead of the original schedule in December 2000.
Under the $80 million project, all 26 residence halls-which cover
more than 1.5 million square feet and accommodate more than 6,000
undergraduates-were renovated. The revitalization has transformed
Stony Brook's residential environment into one of the premiere
housing programs in the country.



Nls, Belts, and a + 2 renovated elevators
Whole Lot More... + 26 new pool tables

+ 150,00 square yards of ew + 18 een TVWs
cart which took 1,550 hos 8 new elevators added
to lsbi to Mendelsohn and H Quads

+ 126,000 sqre feet of ref.
hihed closet space

+ 48,000 pisces of n hedma

8,00o pairs of ew drapes

+ 7,500 new mattreses

+ 7,500 recycled bed frames

S7,000 nw closd doer

+ 61 ing rooms cenvted to

+ 8 projection Ns

+ 6 new fitness centers

+ 6 new comptng centrs

+ Improved security with card
access entry I all buidings

+ Converted bed spaces to
acoommdato residents with
dbkbtlitk

by Sherrill Jones

If the Shoes Fit-
Dan ce!
What do you do with 15,000 pairs of new shoes? That was the
quandary faced by Anmy Sullivan, Associate 'roftessor in the I)epartmtnt
of "Tlheatre Arts and Artistic I)Director of the Sullivan I)ance Project,

several months ago. Fina l)ancewear, a national distributor of

dancwcear located on Inng Island. donated the children's dance shoes.
leaving Sullivan to solve the (inderella-like mystery of how to match
local childrten with the slhoes.

Sullivan found a solution. In the spirit of Plresident Shirley Strum

Kenny's 20)1 Year of Community Setrvice. she teamed up with local

communil y organizations and Ilwe Shoe Project. a p)rogram created
by Sullivan, to provide dance instruction an(d dance slloes to children.
teens, and adults who otherwise would not have the opportunity or

means to study dance. This collaboration led to "ITw (;reat (;iveaway:
A I)ay Celebrating thle (;ift of I)ance for ()ur Communities" at Stony
Brook I niiversity on February 10.

The day of the event, a palpable sense of excitement and expecta-
tion filled the air in the auditorium of the Student Activities (enter as

more than 1() children trom the Ieing Island community awaited the

gift of shoes. P'resident Kenny welcomed thet children. "Thie arts are
the best way to collllunicate, to learn from onell alnother, anld to imipart
wisdom," she said. With her opening rem;arks, President Kenny
joined artists, educators, and donors in celebrating and demonstrating

how tIhe arts can link community, educational, and professional goals.
Formalities over, and with new shoes on their feet, the young recipi-

ents were eager to stalt dancing. Many did so bIy Iparticipating in

dance classes that were offered on campus as p art of the festlivities.

Inspired by dance and the challenge set forth by the Year of

Colmmunilty Service, alumni a Teresa I)iva (1988) also wantlled to
give back to her comimunilty. I)ivan, a former stludent of Sullivan's,
received her master's dtegree' in dance teducation froml Columbia
In iversity itn 1992.

In collaboration with staff at thet Roanoke Avenue Elementary
School in Riverhead, New York, I)ivan sought to add dance to tlh

daily curriculum. In step with Stony Brook's iphilosophy of teaching
ias a collaborative, reciprocal process, I)ivan's lesson plans for the(
second- and third-graders of Roanoke ltmentary are interactive,
engaging the children through both mov'ement and dialogue. "It is

imnlportantll for the kids to be part of the creation process as opplosed
to simply memorizing or mimicking the steps." )ivan said.

With teachers like I)ivan, dance has a firm foltundation on Ilng
Island. In addition, with the aid of ongoing dance classes and dancers
recruitted to assist in instruction, llw Sihoe PI'roject will (enable chil-
dren in commnlity centers from Huntington to the East End to learn
a variety of dance styles, from balle to Io ltin, jazz to talp. "By creating

oppllortunities in the arts for peolple from all social and economic
backgrounds, we hope' to continue our work that is built on the phi-
losoplhy that dance is a birthriglht and that -expelrie-ncs in physical,
creative work can contribut to t tl thinking and deve'lo-
1w1n11 of all Irsons," Sullivan said.

Through the hel(> t-ofali Shoan Project and dedicat-
ed dance teachers like )ivan and Sullivan, the chil-
dren of Long Island are learning a valuable lesson-
from the feet up.

Lost and Found-30 Years Later
During the renovation, a man's wallet was discovered
behind an old heating unit. The former student was located,
notified, and his wallet was returned. He lost the wallet in
his room in James College in the spring of 1972 and said he
was thrilled to get it back because it contained irreplace-
able documents and family photos.



Join Us
Under the
Big Top
This Fall

N 1'

At Alumni Homecoming
October 19-21

Come to the Reunion
Tent-See old friends and
make new ones.
Reunite with former classmates and
professors; view campus memora-
bilia. Bring the kids. Enjoy the
brand new activity center for children,
located under the big top at the
football field.

Cheer for your Seawolves
football team.
Head for the reunion tent at
the football field to watch our
Seawolves take on the
Monmouth Hawks.

Catch the pep rally,
parade, and street fair.
Join the festivities on Friday night.
A variety of campus groups-among
them, sororities, fraternities, and
clubs-will display floats and ban-
ners, all vying for the top prize. Get
in a festive mood with clowns, rides,
and cotton candy.

Groove to the sounds of
the Neville Brothers.
On Sunday night, see the legendary
Cajun-style funk and soul band, the
Neville Brothers, perform at the
Staller Center. Tickets are available
through the Staller Center Box Office.

Tour new facilities.
See where important discoveries take
place and get a glimpse of cutting-edge
technologies. At the new Biology
Learning laboratories, for example,
witness a multimedia display chroni-
cling the 40-year history of the
Biology Department at Stony Brook.

Root for our Riding Team.
On Sunday, all are invited to Smoke
Run Farm on Hollow Road in Stony
Brook, as the Stony Brook Riding
Team hosts its intercollegiate horse
show, rain or shine. Free.

Take fountain photos.
Stroll by our campus centerpiece on
the Academic Mall. Bring your camera
and start your own annual tradition.

Breakfast with the
President.
Start your Saturday at an informal
VIP Breakfast with President
Kenny as she shares her visions
for the University.

Registration is free before )ctober 1.
IFor a complete listing of events with
detailed information, log on to
ww alumni. sunysh.edu,
or call 1-877-SEAWO).
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by Arlen Feldwick-Jones

Community Checkup
Stony Brook's Mini-Med School Offers Free Lectures

WHAT DO EVOLUTION AND SEX HAVE TO)

DO WITH BAD KNEES? HOW DOES STRESS

ADVERSELY AFFECT MINI) AND BODY

HEALTH? THESE AND OTHER HEALTH-

RELATED QUESTIONS WERE AMONG THE

TOPICS DISCUSSED LAST FALL AT STONY

BROOK'S SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

The Mini-Medical School was launched in
response to the community's desire for health-
related information and to help participants
sort through and understand the enormous
amount of medical material prevalent in the
mass media. "Its aim was to help the community
to understand disease and to take personal
responsibility for their own well being by chang-
ing their habits," said Program Coordinator
Barbara Katz.

Initial response was overwhelming: More
than 350 people wanted to enroll for the 150
slots. Free lectures were held for two hours
every Wednesday evening for seven weeks.
After completing the series, graduating partici-
pants were awarded a certificate of achieve-
ment: their very own mini-medical degree.

Topics for the Mini-Med School were based
on the curriculum used by the School of
Medicine for students in their first and second
years. Medical school professors, whose lec-
tures familiarized participants with issues sur-
rounding genetics, anatomy, infectious disease,
and cancer, taught the series. One session
focused on using tools, such as the Internet, for
obtaining and evaluating health information.

Dr. Peter Williams taught a popular session
on medical ethics titled "What's Right?" 'The
characteristics of good medical judgment
depend on firm starting points: facts, values,
and solid reasoning," Dr. Williams said. After
the lecture and a discussion period-the typical
format for each class--participants were invited
to form small groups led by members of the
Hospital Ethics Committee. Each group was
given the challenging task of working through
the problems and issues associated with a typi-
cal medical ethics situation, such as taking a
patient off life support.

In another class, titled "Evolution, Sex, and
Bad Knees," Dr. Jack Stern, Professor of
Anatomy and Anatomical Sciences, posed the
question, "How does walking on two legs cause
bad knees?" The answer lies in human evolu-

Participants of the Mini-Med School series satisfy their
curiosity about health issues.

tion. U nlike apes, humans stand with their
knees close together. Although standing with
the feet apart is a more stable posture, in order
for humans to walk it is necessary to keep the
feet directly below the center of gravity.

'Ihe evolutionary development of walking
on two legs has caused problems for humans,
including bad knees. As I)r. Stern explained,
"You've got this knee cap being pulled straight
downward by the lower leg muscles and
upward and outward by the pull of the thigh
muscles. These do not balance." "There have
been other evolutionary changes to counter this
effect but the fact remains, walking on two legs
creates knee stress.

Ilow does sex fit into the equation?
Interestingly enough, women are more likely to
suffer from knee damage than men are. "IThe
thighbone of a woman, who has a wider pelvis
for delivering babies, is more angulated than a
man's," said Dr. Stern. This outward angulation
places extra stress on the knee causing women
to be more susceptible to knee pain. "In fact, in
one study of patients with dislocated knees, 72
percent of them were women," Stern said.

Alex Gryzmala, a Mini-Med participant,
commented afterward: "When I see people

walking now I think about what kind of mus-
cles are being used. And when I see someone
walking with a cane, I try to diagnose why
they need it."

Alex exemplifies the diversity of the Mini-
Med School participants; he is a bright 12 year
old keen on learning all he can about medicine
because he wants to become a doctor. Alex is
passionate about the subject and after attend-
ing the Mini-Med School he bought several
books on medical school programs. "I feel bet-
ter educated about many health topics and
issues," he said.

Other attendees were similarly inspired and
made changes to their lifestyles or health care
habits after attending the classes. For example,
after a lecture, one woman made an appoint-
ment to see her doctor to have her blood pres-
sure checked. After learning that she has
hypertension, she now takes medication. Many
people went for physicals and began regular
exercise programs, several men scheduled vas-
cular screenings, and numerous peopleh' benefit-
ed from stress-managemnent techniques. Some
participants found the "Web of Medical
Information" class valuable. "I have become
more aware of the different resource s available
to research medical information," said one par-
ticipant. In general, most attendees resolved to
take better care of their own and their family's
health and well being.

The Mini-Med School is an example of how
the local community can share the benefits
offered by University facilities, such as the
lIealth Sciences Center. "'he program went a
long way to promote interaction between the
campus and the conmmunnity," said participant
Barbara Fletcher. Series faculty were also
enthusiastic. They met the challenge of )resent-
ing complex material in layperson's terms and,
in their view, the public was well educated and
xposed questions that indicated a high level of
knowledge and curiosity.

With continued public support and educa-
tional grants from companies such as Pfizer
and the Times Beacon Record Newspapers,
this community outreach program has become
an annual event. So check it out--especially

for those of you curious about why you have
bad knees.

The School of Medicine has scheduled the series
this fall starting October 4, 2001. Mail-in
pre-registration is required. Call (631) 444-2080.



by Howard Gimple

Commencement 2001
A Stirring Climax to a Spectacular Year

To THE CHEERS OF FAMILY, FRIENDS, AND WELL-WISHERS, 3,141

MEMBERS OF THE ClASS OF 2001 MARCHED INTO THE SPORTS

COMPLEX ON MAY 18 TO CELEBRATE COMMENCEMENT.

Keynote speaker U.S. Senator Charles E. Schumer praised Stony
Brook as a university that "grows leaders." Citing three renowned grad-
uates of Stony Brook-- Jef Raskin, one of the creators of the Macintosh
computer, Grammy-winning opera singer Christine Goerke, and The
New York Times CEO Russell Lewis-Schumer said, "They bet on
themselves. I'm sure they met up with some brick walls along the way,
but they persevered. So will you." He urged the Class of 2001 to take
chances and to work to overcome any obstacles to their ultimate goals.

Student Speaker Oluwaseun Ajayi of Lagos, Nigeria, encouraged
his classmates to contribute to society. "The world awaits us and it
hopes that the ethic of serving others will not become extinct in our
time," he said. "Let your service be rooted in humility, compassion,
and dignity."

The University conferred 2,231 bachelor's degrees, 646 master's
degrees, 172 doctoral degrees, and 92 professional certificates.
Honorary doctoral degrees were awarded to Huntington native John
Hennessy, the President of Stanford University and a graduate of
Stony Brook; philanthropist Erwin Staller; and scientist Susan

Solomon. The University Medal was presented to Richard Nasti ('78),
Chair of the Stony Brook Council.

President Shirley Strum Kenny spoke with pride of the accomplish-
ments of the latest graduating class. "From the day you came here, you
have been the life force, the energy, the focus, and the reason for Stony
Brook," she said. "It is for you that this great University was created."

At the close of ceremonies, Stony Brook's newest graduates
turned their tassels and tossed their caps, joining the 100,000 alumni
who came before them.



by Howard Gimple

Gala Raises $1.2 Million
For Stony Brook Scholarships

THE SECOND ANNUAL STARS OF

STONY BROOK GAIA WAS HEI) ON MAY

16 AT CIPRIANI 42ND STREET. THE

EVENT HONORED I)R. JEROME SWAR'TZ,
THE INVENTOR OF THE BAR CODE AND

CHAIRMAN AND CO-FOUNDER OF

SYMBOL TECHNOLOGIES.

"Dr. Jerome Swartz epitomizes the dedica-
tion to excellence and creativity to which
Stony Brook students aspire," said
University President Dr. Shirley Strum
Kenny in presenting the Stars of Stony
Brook award. "He is a brilliant scientist and
gifted business leader who has been a
steadfast supporter of our students and
institution. We salute his achievements and
help some wonderful young people reach
their dreams."

"I believe that nothing in higher educa-
tion is more important than enabling kids to
learn through scholarships," said Dr. Swartz
in accepting his award. "Accomplished
young people need us to help and it is only
right that we do so."

Representing the scholarship recipients
was Mariya Fazylova, the first annual Elia
Swartz Memorial Scholarship winner. Six
years ago, Mariya's parents moved from
Russia to New York because they dreamed
of giving their children educational opportu-

nities that were unavailable in their native
land. Stony Brook University transformnned
their dreams into reality.

A computer sciences major and Intel
Science Talent Search finalist. Mariya
achieved a 3.9 grade point index in her
freshman year at Stony Brook. She said that
the scholarship she received enabled her to
concentrate on her studies without worry-
ing about how she would pay for her edu-
cation. But, just as importantly, the
scholarship gave her the confidence to
excel. "Knowing that there is some-
one out there who recognizes your
achievements and sees the potential
for you to succeed in the future-
and the fact that that someone is as
remarkable a person as Dr. Swartz-
gives me faith in myself and moti-
vates me like nothing else."

Among the more than 6(X) xpeople
in attendance were New York State
Governor George E. Pataki, SUNY
Chancellor Robert L. King, and New
York Stock Exchange President
Richard A. Grasso who lauded Stony
Brook as a shining example of
what is best in public education.
Nobel Laureates C.N. Yang, Stony
Brook Professor Emeritus, and
James Watson, the "father" of DNA,
were among the luminaries from

the worlds of science, politics, education,
business, and the arts who helpedlx raise more

than $1.2 million for scholar-
ships for Stony Brook

students.



Brookmarks
The Write Stuff
The Brook is seeking submissions of books recently written by

alumni, faculty, and staff. Contact Sherrill Jones, Editor,
"Brookmarks," Stony Brook University, Office of Communications,

Stony Brook, NY 11794-0605. Phone: (631) 632 6308.

E-mail: shjones@notes.cc.sunysb edu.

The Working Class
Majority: America's
Best Kept Secret
by Michael Zwe
2001, Cornell University Press
198 pages

Michael Zweig, Professor of
Economics at Stony Brook
University, investigates social
classes and class relations in
America and equates "class"
with "power"--economic,
political, and cultural.
Debunking the common myth
that the middle class contains
the majority of people in this
country, Zweig examines the
increasing inequality among
the classes. He writes, "In
this 'post-industrial' service
economy, steeped in mass
consumerism, many people
believe that the working class
is surely a thing of the past."
In contrast, The Working Class
Majority analyzes the contin-
ued relevance of class and the
potential for working class
power. According to Publishers
Weekly, Zweig "argues with a
forcefulness and conviction
backed by a deeply moral
sense of the dignity that is due
to each person in [his or her]
work and workplace."

Nigerian Chiefs:
Traditional Power in
Modern Politics,
1890s-1990s
by Olufein Vaughan

2000, University of
Rochester Press
280 pages

Olufemi Vaughan, Associate
Professor in the departments
of Africana Studies and
History at Stony Brook
University, is the winner of
the 2000 Excellence in
Authorship Award conferred
by the African Scholars
Research Board for this defini-
tive evaluation of the politics of
authority in western Nigeria
(the region of the Yoruba peo-
ple). Vaughan explores the
effect of chieftaincy institutions
and the "creative response of
indigenous political structures
to the problems of moderniza-
tion and governance that have
engulfed the African continent
during the past century" since
colonial rule. Nigerian Chiefs:
Traditional Power in Modern
Politics, 1890s-1990s details
20 informative case studies in
analyzing the chieftaincy
structures at the heart of
critical discussions on conti-
nuity and social change in
20th-century Nigeria.

A Father's Love,
A Daughter's Power
How a father builds a
home of self-esteem that
his daughter will live in for
the rest of her life
by Richard H. Axel, '73

1999, Axel Publications
185 pages

Richard H. Axel, a psychother-
apist and Clinical Director of
the Family Solutions Parenting
Center in New York City,
offers a fresh perspective for
fathers to embrace in provid-
ing a supportive, nurturing
environment for their daugh-
ters through infancy to adult-
hood. A Father's Love, A
Daughter's Power examines
the value of a father's positive
impact on his daughter's self-
esteem and instructs fathers
to take an active role in the
emotional development of their
daughters. Axel addresses a
variety of issues related to a
young woman's development,
including safety, peer pres-
sures, puberty, dating, eating
disorders, and role models,
drawn from the real-life expe-
riences of parents seeking to
be more proactive and sup-
portive of their daughters'
personal growth.

Virginia Woolf and
the Great War
by Karen L Levenback, '72

1999, Syracuse University Press
208 pages

Karen Levenback, a teacher
at George Washington
University, analyzes the effect
of World War I on the devel-
opment of characters in
Virginia Woolf's fiction, non-
fiction, and personal writings.
Through the lens of Woolf's
war consciousness, Levenback
examines, in particular, Mrs.
Dalloway, To the Lighthouse,
and The Years. Levenbaek
notes: "What the war would
teach [Woolf] is that her
experience of reality needed
to be tied to her experience
of the war, that individual
authenticity was to be
achieved by a kind of com-
merce between the civilian
experience of the war and
that of those on the front. She
was finally able to do this in
her fiction-after the war was
over--in part by effecting a
narrative distance that was
at the same time real and
ironical." Virginia Woolf and
the Great War reinforces
Woolf's position as a war nov-
elist and thinker whose in-
sights anticipate our present
progressive theories on war's
social effects.

NIGERIAN
CHIEFS



Around the Brook

STONY BROOK
UNIVERSITY
ELECTED TO AAU
Stony Brook University joined
the ranks of America's most pres-
tigious universities, the Assoc-
iation of American Universities
(AAU), on May 7, 2001, becoming
the 63rd member of the 101-year-
old organization.

The AAU is unique among the
nation's major higher education
associations because it extends
membership by invitation only,
considering new members once
every few years. New inductees
must be ratified by 75 percent of
current members. The AAU was
founded in 1900 by a group of 14
universities offering doctoral
degrees. In addition to develop-
ing policies for research, the
organization provides a forum for
discussing a broad range of insti-
tutional issues, including under-
graduate education.

AAU President Nils Hasselmo
said the invitation was extended
to Stony Brook after a lengthy
review of the breadth and depth
of its research and academic pro-
grams. Stony Brook and Texas
A&M, which was also elected to
the AAU, were the first admis-
sions since 1996.

Out of more than 3,600 institu-
tions, Stony Brook joins an elite
group of less than 2 percent of
American universities, including
Columbia, Cornell, Harvard,
Johns Hopkins, MIT, Princeton,
Stanford, and Yale. "We are hon-
ored to be asked," said Stony
Brook University President
Shirley Strum Kenny. "Stony
Brook is a young institution but
it is already recognized as being
among the creme de la creme.
What is different about Stony
Brook is that we got there in just
40 years-a truly remarkable and
very American success story.
Our ascent has been meteoric."

Robert L. King, Chancellor of

the State University of New York,
noted, "The AAU is an exclusive
association of the nation's finest
research universities. Member-
ship represents an important
recognition of the excellence the
University has attained."

University Provost Robert
McGrath added, "Stony Brook's
admission into the AAU is a testa-
ment to the quality of our faculty
and students and the world-class
research being conducted here."

CHAIR IN
ITALIAN-AMERICAN
STUDIES NAMED
FOR SENATOR
D'AMATO
An endowed professorship in
Italian-American studies-the
first of its kind in the United
States--has been named in honor
of former United States Senator
Alfonse M. D'Amato.

President Kenny with the former Senator
Alfonse D'Amato and Mrs. Antoinette
D'Amato (center), his mother

D'Amato, the three-term sen-
ator from Island Park, has been
a consistently strong supporter
of the University. "The Senator
has been very helpful to Stony
Brook," said President Shirley
Strum Kenny. "He is a man rec-
ognized on Long Island for really
delivering to his constituents
and he certainly delivered to
Stony Brook."

Senator D'Amato said that he
was "deeply honored" by the
University's action. "That it
comes from Stony Brook, one of
the nation's great public colleges,
makes it all the more special."

Launched in the 1990s, Italian-
American Studies at Stony Brook
has grown rapidly. The new pro-
fessorship will further complement
the highly successful Italian and
Italian-American Studies programs
already in place and will also
serve the needs of Long Island's
large Italian-American population.

An international search is
underway to fill the $1.5 million
endowed professorship, which
will be financed through $1 mil-
lion in pledges from private donors
and $500,000 in state money.

STATE FUNDS NEW
STONY BROOK
INFOTECH AND
BIOTECH CENTERS
Within the space of a few days,
Governor George Pataki made
two visits to the Stony Brook
campus to announce major awards.
The first was $30 million to help
fund a new Center of Excellence
for Information Technology on
Long Island. The new Center, to
be led by Stony Brook and locat-
ed on campus, is an outgrowth of
the Governor's proposed $1 bil-
lion High-Tech, Biotechnology/
Centers of Excellence initiative.

Less than a week later, the
Governor returned to Stony
Brook to announce that it had
been awarded $15.7 million to
create a new Strategically
Targeted Academic Research
(STAR) Center in Biomolecular
Diagnostics and Therapeutics.
This represents one of the largest
one-time academic research
investments made by New York
State in the Long Island region.

From left to right: Senator Kemp Hannon,
NYSTAR Executive Director Russell Bessette,
President Kenny, County Exrecutive Robert
Gaffney, and Governor George Pataki.

'"This is a wonderful day for
Stony Brook," said President
Shirley Strum Kenny in a cere-
mony attended by Pataki, local
government officials, and hun-
dreds of Stony Brook professors,
administrators, and students. "We
are a remarkable institution and a
conjunction for some of the best
research going on in the world."

In addition to the STAR Center,
Stony Brook will receive $930,(XX)
for a Faculty Development Pro-
gram to help attract leading
scientists and researchers for
specific high-technology-related
research programs within the
School of Medicine.

"We are making an invest-
ment in today and we are making
an investment in the future,"
Pataki said. "We have the ability
to make the exciting part of the
21st century happen right here
on Long Island."

President Kenny added that
these two tech centers should
establish Stony Brook as a
"magnet for businesses."



DESIGHED TO CAUSE A STIR...
Stony Brook mugs, created by internationally acclaimed illustrator Milton Glaser,

are available for only $8 each. Or get the set of four for $30.
To order, log on to www.stonybrookedu/marketplace. For more information, contact Joan Dickinson,

Director of Marketing, at 631.632.9117 or e-mail:

Measurement Mugs
Important nformation never before

available in mug form

'V*

joan.dickinson@stonybrook.edu.

Socratic Mugs
Mugs that encourage the investigation of

life's most important questions
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